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I arrived in Huntly amidst the yellow haze of a Saharan dust storm in October 2017. In the end, I lived and worked 
in Huntly for seven and a half months, first as a Project Intern and then as their Town Collection Curator. 
 
During my time working with Deveron Projects (hereafter referred to as DP), I learnt a great deal about working 
with art in a rural setting and a rural community - the importance of hospitality, of friendship and of balancing art 
with community, the local with the global. I also learnt how to cross-country ski, make Apfelstrudel, work with 
clay and understand Doric (sort of). 
 
No day is alike, which can make the work exciting, challenging, sometimes hectic. Cooking, gardening, gathering, 
walking and eating together are not only tools used by DP in their projects, but are an active part of daily life in 
the office. Baking a cake for a meeting, or sitting to have coffee with a visitor are, I soon learnt, of equal 
importance to any other task, and vital to DP’s methods of working with, and within, their community.  
 
I enjoyed these elements of the work very much. And yet, forming such a “home” environment in the workplace 
is not without its drawbacks. Living where you work (a 30 second commute), and living with who you work with, 
often means work and life become interwoven and I would find such a crossover difficult to sustain over a longer 
period of time.  
 
 

        

     
 
 



The Project Internship offers a good introduction to the workings of a socially-engaged arts organisation. I quickly 
settled in to the routines of intern life - reading the Huntly Express over a coffee on a Monday morning, chatting 
to Hilda, updating the website, sending off a parcel… Rachael and Claudia are always open to listening to what 
you would like to learn, and tailoring the tasks accordingly. This ensures an equal exchange of labour for training, 
something I believe to be incredibly important. 
 
The main projects I worked on included: the No. 11 Café, Home to Home, Walking Without Walls and The 
Community Crockery including two large weekend events: Practices of Peace and the Slow Marathon. I feel 
proud of some of the contributions I made to these projects, which included making four short films. Having this 
work shown and presented both locally and across the globe, was a new and very rewarding experience for me. 
 
Other highlights of my time included: a staff trip to visit ATLAS Arts on the Isle of Skye and a climb up to the Old 
Man of Storr; meeting and learning about the lives and views of two local resettled Syrian women (Abeer and 
Hayat) and enjoying their cooking(!); designing the DP Christmas card and watching hundreds of them get printed 
and posted off around the country; and, finally, going to gigs in the local village halls to hear folk musicians play. 
 
 

     
 
 
The second half of my time in Huntly was spent managing and curating DP’s Town Collection. With the 
collections not being a central focus of DP’s activities, and over 80 works in the collection, it was not a small 
undertaking. Being offered such an assignment was a great chance to challenge myself, and I learnt a lot about 
the “being in the field” aspect to socially-engaged art. 
 
In the end, I became very invested in the collections during my time in Huntly – the objects, the spaces, the hosts 
and the whole big mad thing. There is much much more that could be done to develop and build the reputation 
of the Town Collection and I will watch with interest how it evolves in the years to come. 
 
 

          
 
Overall, it’s been a real pleasure to live, work and meet the folk of DP, Huntly and the North-East.  
Huge thanks, and bye for now x 


